Abstract: Cytokines are signaling proteins that were first characterized as components of the immune response, but have been found to have pleiotropic effects in diverse aspects of body function in health and disease. They are secreted by numerous cells and are used extensively in intercellular communications to produce different activities, including intricate processes engaged in the ontogenetic development of the brain. This review discusses factors involved in brain growth regulation and recent findings exploring cytokine signaling pathways during development of the central nervous system. In view of existing data suggesting roles for neurotropic cytokines in promoting brain growth and repair, these molecules and their signaling pathways might become targets for therapeutic intervention in neurodegenerative processes due to diseases, toxicity, or trauma.
Introduction
The nervous system is a system that engenders itself generation of its diverse components from a single progenitor, creating a dynamic self-regulating system. It is a complex network of nerves and cells that carry messages to and from the brain and spinal cord to various parts of the body. The central nervous system (CNS) used to be considered as an immune-privileged organ due to several facts, such as lacking a lymphatic system, possessing a blood brain barrier (BBB), and having a very weak constitutive expression of MHC antigens required for antigen presentation and tissue rejection. However, this is not the case anymore in view of the demonstrated ability of immune cells to cross the BBB among activation and that resident brain cells can generate immune response [1] , in addition to the fact that immune signaling molecules were found to be existing early during brain development and contribute to the process of growth development [2] . A number of studies published in recent years have begun to shed some light on the evolutionary origins of the nervous system and its interactions with immunoregulatory molecules. These studies provide clues to some of the earliest stages in the development of the human brain.
Embryological Development of the Nervous System
Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are pluripotent, not limited to particular cell fate and have the capacity to differentiate into any cell type. During development, before the formation of the neural stem cell niches, the cells of the inner cell mass generate the three germinal layers of embryos namely the endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm and will then give rise to tissue restricted stem cells [3] . During the third week of human gestation, the notochord, which is a cellular rod that defines the primitive axis of the embryo, stimulates the overlying ectoderm, inducing it to become neuroectoderm. This results in a strip of neuronal stem cells that runs along the back of the fetus. The entire nervous system is of neuroectodermal origin and its first rudiment is seen in the neural groove, which extends along the dorsal aspect of the embryo. By the end of the third week of gestation in humans, the elevation and ultimate fusion of the neural folds, the groove is converted into the neural tube near the anterior end of the notochord. Late in the fourth week, the anterior end of the neural tube becomes expanded to form the three primary brain-vesicles; the prosencephalon (forebrain), mesencephalon (midbrain), and rhombencephalon (hindbrain). The lower part of the neural tube forms the spinal cord. The cavity of the tube is then modified to form the brain ventricles and the central canal of the medulla spinalis. In the fifth week, the prosencephalon expands to form the cerebral hemispheres (the telencephalon) and the diencephalon. The rhombencephalon expands to form metencephalon (pons) and myelencephalon (medulla oblongata). The pons and the cerebellum form in the upper part of the rhombencephalon, whilst the medulla oblongata forms in the lower part. During the first month of gestation in humans, the CNS begins to form with the neurogenesis and migration of cells in the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain. There follows a sequence of developmental processes including proliferation, migration, differentiation, synaptogenesis, gliogenesis, myelination, and apoptosis [4] . Neurons are generated early along the central canal in the neural tube. The adult stem cells in mammalian brain are usually found in the subventricular zone (SVZ) in the lateral wall of the lateral ventricles. They are derived from the SVZ of the embryonic ganglionic eminences, and they give rise to neocortex, hippocampus, and olfactory bulb interneurons [5, 6] . Neurons of the cerebral cortex are generated in the ventricular zone (VZ) of the neural tube, an epithelial layer of stem cells that lines the lateral ventricles. Glial and neuronal cells are developed from VZ "progenitor" cells. The firstly produced glial fibers are radially oriented, straddling the thickness of the cortex from the ventricular zone to the outer pial surface to give an outwards direction for neurons migration. Neurons on the cortical plate are converted into well-defined layers. Their processes, or axons, grow long distances to find and connect with appropriate partners, forming elaborate and specific circuits.
Progenitor Cell Proliferation
A stem cell has the ability of self-renewal: making identical copies of itself, pluripotency and the ability to generate/regenerate tissues. Neuroblasts proliferate vigorously in the developing human CNS during the first trimester, and some neuronal populations do not cease to proliferate until the postnatal period. Extensive studies have revealed the presence of neural stem cells in embryonic and adult tissues [7] . Neural stem cells that can give rise to various types of neurons and glia may play a major role in mammalian CNS development and continue to function throughout adulthood (for review, see [8] [9] [10] ). Primary cultures derived from mechanically dissociated specimens of first trimester human forebrain contain a heterogeneous cell population. These cells survive long term in vitro and the majority of cells in these cultures are glia (Figure 1 ). Neurons and macroglia (astrocytes and oligodendrocytes) arise from precursors in the germinal layers of the developing brain, the VZ, and SVZ, respectively. Multipotential neural stem cells are present in these regions during development [11] [12] [13] [14] . It is known that, during brain development, neurogenesis occurs before gliogenesis. Neurogenesis and gliogenesis are a continuous process and thus, multipotent stem cells can be found in the adult brain [reviewed in [13, 15, 16] . Furthermore, glial cells precursors and neurons have also been described [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . For neurons and microglia, it has been suggested that their lineages are progressively segregated during development [22] . Thus, multipotential stem cells are only present early during brain development.
Regulation of neural stem cell self-renewal and differentiation is mediated through the combination of cell intrinsic factors and extracellular signaling molecules. The cell-intrinsic regulators coordinate with extrinsic signals to control the balance between neural stem cell self-renewal and differentiation.
In vivo first trimester human forebrain primary cultures express MHC antigen upon IFN-γ stimulation and higher cell survival [23] . Spontaneous pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokine expression with age in human embryonic forebrain cells suggest that cytokines might be involved as a regulating factor promoting CNS development. [24] . Ultraviolet light-inactivated MV strongly induced expression of β-family mRNA in human first trimester astrocytes, especially MPC-1 and MIP-1β, suggesting a possible role of β-family chemokines in the pathogenesis of CNS inflammatory diseases [25] . Astrocytes and neurons in human first trimester forebrain cultures induce α and β chemokines indicating a role for cytokine/chemokine networks involvement in brain development [2] . RANTES (CCL5) was expressed preferentially in human fetal astrocytes in an age-dependent manner. RANTES induced tyrosine phosphorylation of several cellular proteins and nuclear translocation of STAT-1 in astrocytes [2] . During fetal development, the cells of the choroid plexus begin to secrete many small molecules that include leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) and ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) that signal through the Leukemia inhibitory factor receptor (LIFR). LIF/CNTF creates a gradient within the germinal zones that establishes the distinct layers of VZ and SVZ, and sustains self-renewal of the neural progenitors (NPs) [26] . The generated neurons are found in the SVZ of the lateral wall of the lateral ventricles. This layer is separated from the lateral ventricle by a layer of epithelial cells known as ependymal cells. Neuroblasts of the SVZ migrate as a network oriented chains [27, 28] that converge on the rostral migratory stream (RMS) to reach the olfactory bulb, where they differentiate into local interneurons [27, 29, 30] . Type A migrating neuroblasts within the SVZ proceed as chains through tubes defined by the processes of slowly proliferating SVZ type B astrocytes. Type C cells, which are clusters of rapidly dividing immature precursors, are scattered along the network of migrating chains [31] . Isolation and molecular manipulation of the in vivo stem cells may be useful in the process of brain repair. It was also possible to cultivate adult SVZ neural stem cells, which have the capacity to self-renew and differentiate into neurons and glia [32, 33] . They grow as spherical floating clusters (neurospheres) in the presence of epidermal growth factor (EGF) or basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) [34, 35] . It has been suggested that the SVZ neural stem cells correspond to a rare population of relatively quiescent cells [32] , while some recent studies suggested that ciliated ependymal cells correspond to the neural stem cells.
Neural Stem Cells in the Developing Brain
Early during development there are very few Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) positive cells within the brain and that neural stem cells at that time are different from those occurring in the adult brain [36] . It is possible to culture neuronal stem cells from any embryonic stage, giving rise to more neurons than those cultured at later periods [37] . This requires manipulation of the culture as, for example, deletion of the tumor suppressor gene, PTEN, allows neural stem cells derived from embryonic mouse cortex to retain their neurogenic capacity for longer periods in culture [38,39].
Cell Migration, Neuronal and Glial Cellular Interaction and Differentiation
Neuronal migration is, along with axon guidance, one of the fundamental mechanisms underlying the wiring of the brain. During development, some of the cells stop dividing and differentiate gradually into neurons and glial cells, which are the main cellular components of the brain. The newly generated neurons migrate as they travel from their sites of origin in the ventricular zone out to different parts of the developing brain by radial migration or tangential migration [40] to self-organize into different brain structures. Glial-guided migration seems to be the primary mechanism by which cortical neurons achieve their final destination [41, 42] . Although radial patterns of neuronal migration have been thought to be essential for patterning these areas, direct observation of migrating cells in cortical brain slices has revealed that cells follow both radial and nonradial pathways [42] . Two general modes of migration have previously been defined in the developing nervous system: locomotion and nuclear translocation [43] . Locomotion involves movement of the entire cell, including its leading and trailing processes, often over considerable distances. The glial-guided radial movement of neurons is a well-defined example of cell locomotion. Migration toward the pial surface appears to occur along radial glia, which extend long processes from the ventricular to the pial surfaces. In contrast, during nuclear translocation (also called nucleokinesis) [44] , the cell first extends a leading process in the direction of migration, and then moves the nucleus through the elongated process to its destination. Nucleokinesis occurs in two steps. First, the centrosome, together with the Golgi apparatus, moves forward, leading to the formation of a cytoplasmic swelling in the leading process ahead of the nucleus [45] [46] [47] . The centrosome is accompanied by additional organelles, including the Golgi apparatus, mitochondria, and the rough endoplasmic reticulum. Second, the nucleus moves toward the swelling, following the centrosome. These two steps are repeated producing the typical saltatory movement of migrating neurons. Two motor proteins: myosin II and cytoplasmic dynein appear directly implicated in nucleokinesis [48] , however the precise mechanisms driving the nuclear movement remain controversial. Once the neurons have reached their regional positions, they extend axons and dendrites, which allow them to communicate with other neurons via synapses. Synaptic communication between neurons leads to the establishment of functional neural circuits that mediate sensory and motor processing, and underlie behavior. Embryonic and adult NSCs are lineally related: they transform from neuroepithelial cells into radial glia, then into cells with astroglial characteristics.
Cytokines
The term "cytokine" has been used to refer to the immunomodulating agents, such as interleukins (ILs) and interferons (IFNs). Cytokines are small, cell-signaling protein molecules that were first characterized as components of the immune response, but have since been found to play a much broader part in diverse aspects of physiology. They are secreted by numerous cells and are a category of signaling molecules used extensively in intercellular communication. Cytokines can be classified as proteins, peptides, or glycoproteins; the term "cytokine" encompasses a large and diverse family of regulators produced throughout the body by cells of diverse embryological origin [49] . Cytokines might exert their effect in the central nervous system both directly and indirectly [50] [51] [52] [53] . Direct action means that cytokines themselves are present in the brain, in and/or around the various neuronal cells, while secondary effects that are the result of cytokine action on other targets represent the indirect pathways. Functionally, cytokines have been classified as being either pro-inflammatory (Th1-type, stimulatory) or anti-inflammatory (Th2-type, inhibitory) depending on the final balance of their effects. The group of structurally and functionally related cytokines consisting of interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-11, ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), [54] cardiotrophin 1 (CT-1), neuropoietin and cardiotrophin-like cytokine (CLC; also known as novel neurotrophin 1 (NNT1)), B cell stimulating factor 3 (BSF3), oncostatin M (OSM), IL-27, and IL-31 have been classified as one group. These cytokines have been named differently according to various aspects such as the sharing of a receptor subunit (i.e., the Glycoprotein gp130 family) or its physiological roles (i.e., neuropoietic family, for its effects on hematopoietic and nervous system) and the IL-6 family (after its "founding member"). Members of the IL-6 cytokine family are key regulators of inflammatory and immunological responses, and include IL-6, IL-11, CNTF, LIF, CT-1, CLC, and OSM, [55] . Each cytokine has a matching cell-surface receptor. Cytokines and their receptors are expressed in tissues of the nervous system, and might derive from invading immune, or resident, cells. Cytokines and their receptors are constitutively expressed by and act on neurons in the central nervous system, in both its normal and its pathological state, but cytokine over expression in the brain is an important factor in the pathogenesis of neurotoxic and neurodegenerative disorders. The binding of cytokines to these receptors induces homo-or hetero-dimerization of receptors and triggers activation of intracellular signaling cascades then alter cell functions [56] . This may include the upregulation and/or downregulation of several genes and their transcription factors, resulting in the production of other cytokines, an increase in the number of surface receptors for other molecules, or the suppression of their own effect by feedback inhibition. They signal through a gp130 receptor complex that activates the Janus Kinase-Signal Transducer, Activator of Transcription (JAK-STAT) and Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) Signal Transduction pathways. Cytokines and other products of the immune cells can modulate the action, growth, differentiation, and survival of neuronal cells, while the neurotransmitter and neuropeptide release play a pivotal role in influencing the immune response. This review evaluates neuropoietic cytokines intercellular communication events and their vital role in growth regulation of the nervous system during nervous system development.
Various combinations of receptor subunits and signaling pathways are used by different members of the neuropoietic cytokine family. Gp130 is a ubiquitously expressed, signal-transducing receptor that forms part of the receptor complex for several cytokines [57] . Gp130 controls the activity of a group of cytokines, namely, IL-6, IL-11, LIF, CNTF, CT-1, CLC, OSM, and NPN [58] . The cytokines that signal through the common receptor subunit gp130, including IL-6, LIF, CNTF, and OSM, have pleiotropic functions in CNS development [59] . Gp130 plays critical roles during development and gp130-deficient mice are embryonically lethal [60] . Receptors involved in recognition of the IL-6-type cytokines can be subdivided in the non-signaling α-receptors (IL-6Rα, IL-11Rα, and CNTFRα) and the signal transducing receptors (gp130, LIFR, and OSMR). Two subunits, the LIF receptor and gp 130, are components of several receptors. Gp130 homodimers associate with specific interleukin receptors such as the IL-6 receptor (IL-6R) to mediate the actions of IL-6. IL-6, for example, binds first to its specific low affinity a-chain [61] and then to two subunits of gp130 to generate a high affinity complex [62] . IL-6 and IL-11 are the only IL-6-type cytokines that signal via gp130 homodimers. The remaining IL-6 type cytokines signal via heterodimers of, gp130, the LIFR, (LIF, CNTF, CT-1, and CLC) or gp130 and the OSMR (OSM) (Figure 2) . Human OSM has the exceptional capability to recruit two different receptor complexes. It forms both LIFR-gp130 and OSMR-gp130 heterodimers. LIF and OSM directly engage their signaling receptor subunits without requirement for additional α-receptor subunits [63, 64] . IL-11R heterodimer such as IL-11Rα involved in ligand recognition, and gp130 involved in signal transduction. LIF binds to heterodimers of LIF receptor (LIFR) and gp130. CNTF initially binds to a specific α-chain [65] then to the LIF receptor and gp130 [66] . LIFR-gp130 heterodimers can also associate with other receptor subunits to bind CNTF and CT-1. The OSMR forms heterodimers with gp130 to bind OSM. IL-6-type cytokines exert their action via the signal transducers gp 130, LIF receptor and OSM receptor leading to the intracellular activation of the JAK/STAT and MAPK cascades [55] . IL-6 receptor has two components; the non-signaling α-receptors (IL-6Rα, IL-11Rα, and CNTFRα) and the signal transducing receptors (gp130, LIFR, and OSMR). The latter associate with JAKs and become tyrosine phosphorylated in response to cytokine stimulation.
In addition to the membrane-bound receptor, a soluble form of IL-6R (sIL-6R) has been purified from human serum and urine [67, 68] . The sIL-6R family of cytokines (sIL-6R, sIL-11R, sCNTF-R) is agonist, capable of transmitting signals through interaction with the universal signal-transducing receptor for all IL-6 family cytokines, gp130. IL-6 with sIL-6R stimulate cells, which only express gp130 [69, 70] in a process that is termed trans-signaling [69] [70] [71] . The sIL-6R enhances the effect of IL-6 stimulation, by binding IL-6 and bringing it to the membrane bound gp130 subunits, allowing them to transduce the signal into the cell. Embryonic stem [72, 73] , early hematopoietic progenitor cells [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] , T cells [79] [80] [81] , many neural cells [82, 83] , smooth muscle cells [84] , mesothelial cells [85, 86] , and endothelial cells [87] , among others, are only responsive to IL-6 in the presence of sIL-6R [71] . Although many neuronal cells are capable of producing IL-6, they remain unresponsive to stimulation by IL-6 itself. Differentiation and survival of neuronal cells can, however, be mediated through the action of sIL-6R. For example, sympathetic and sensory neurons from neonatal superior cervical ganglia, retinal ganglion cells and embryonic dorsal root ganglia show a marked increase in survival and neurite outgrowth when stimulated by the [sIL-6R/IL-6] complex [82, 88, 89] . In addition, sIL-6R may perform a role in axon growth from dorsal root ganglia, and in the development of Schwann cell progenitors, which express myelin basic protein after activation with a combination of IL-6 and sIL-6R [90] . Thus, the sIL-6R/IL-6 complex can stimulate neurites outgrowth, promoting survival of neurons, and hence may be important in nerve regeneration through the promotion of remyelination events. Increased and systemic expression of IL-6 with sIL-6Rα is less harmful to the brain than to other organs according to a study [91] .
The neuropoietic cytokine family has been shown to alter neural stem cell (NSC) self-renewal and progenitor cell division and differentiation, which could be mediated by the JAK/STAT pathway.
Cytokines Signaling Pathways
During the last 10 years, a lot of advances have been made in illustrating how cytokines transmit signals via pathways using the JAK protein tyrosine kinases and the STAT proteins. Accumulating evidence indicates that the latent transcription factors, STAT, play an essential role in cytokine signaling pathways. The JAK family consists of four members (JAK1-3 and TYK2). The existence of JAK-family members in the nervous system was first reported by [92] who provided evidence of mRNA for JAK1 in the retina and in whole-brain extracts during development [92] . JAK2 was detected in various rat brain regions during embryonic and postnatal stages dividing and postmitotic cells [93] . Very low levels of JAK3 were found, while TYK2 was not detected [93] . The STAT protein family was discovered in the course of studies of signaling specificity from IFN receptors [94] . STAT proteins have been shown to play an essential role in cytokine-mediated biological responses. Several STAT family members have been identified, and the STAT family now consists of seven members (STAT1-4, STAT5a, STAT5b, and STAT6). STAT3 was first described as a DNA-binding activity from IL-6-stimulated hepatocytes, capable of selectively interacting with an enhancer element in the promoter of acute-phase genes, known as the acute-phase response element [95] [96] [97] [98] . This same protein, a close relative of STAT1, is activated by the entire family of IL-6-type cytokines, which signal through gp130 and related receptors [57, 63, 99] . Fate of neural stem cells during development is regulated by cell-intrinsic programs, such as epigenetic modification (including DNA methylation), and signaling crosstalk of cell-external mediators (including IL-6 family cytokines) [100] . IL-6-type cytokines evoke a number of distinct responses in different cells, including induction of an acute-phase response in hepatoma cells, stimulation of proliferation in B lymphocytes, activation of terminal differentiation and growth arrest in monocytes [63] , and maintenance of the pluripotency of embryonic stem cells [101] [102] [103] [104] . Regulatory circuits of STAT3 and miRNAs play important roles in the neural lineage differentiation of ES cells. Neural stem cells differentiate into the three main neural lineages: neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes [105] . In the developing central nervous system, activation of STAT3 is known to direct the differentiation of neural stem cells toward astrocytes and to suppress neurogenesis [106] . STAT3-mediated signaling is one of the main mechanisms for promoting astrocyte differentiation by inhibiting neuronal differentiation in the embryonic cortex [107] . It has been known that STAT3 can promote NSC proliferation, while in the presence of activated BMP and Notch signaling, it induces astrogenesis [108, 109] . The finding that STAT3 is involved in all these distinct functions has suggested that STAT3 is the major signal transducer downstream of gp130-like receptors. STAT3 is required for embryogenesis, and ablation of STAT3 led to early embryonic lethality [110] . In fact, loss of STAT3 is lethal even in embryonic stem cells [103, 104] . Like STAT3, other components of the gp130 signaling system are also required for embryogenesis. For instance, loss of genes for various receptors, including gp130 and leukemia inhibitory factor receptor β (LIFRβ), leads to embryonic lethality [111] . IL-6-type cytokines use gp130 as a common receptor subunit. The binding of ligand to gp130 activates the JAK/STAT signal transduction pathway, where STAT3 plays a central role in transmitting the signals from the membrane to the nucleus. STAT3 is essential for gp130-mediated cell survival and G1 to S cell-cycle-transition signals. STAT3 mediating the cell growth, diferentiation and survival signals through the IL-6 family of cytokine receptors. JAK1, which appears to be the essential receptor-associated kinase for gp130 action [112, 113] , is also essential in promoting biologic responses induced by a select subset of cytokine receptors [114] . Tyrosine phosphorylation, in response to cytokine stimulation such as IL-6, CNTF, LIF, and OSM, [115] is mediated by a Janus kinase, most often JAK1 [112] , and is required for STAT3 dimerization and move into the nucleus, recruiting p300 and binding to specific sequences in target gene promoter [115] ( Table 1) . 
Cytokines Signaling Pathway in the Nervous System
Cytokines play a central role in maintaining self-renewal in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells through a member of the IL-6 type cytokine family termed LIF. The members of this cytokine family have pro-as well as anti-inflammatory properties and are major players in haematopoiesis, as well as in acute-phase and immune responses of the organism. They activate target genes involved in differentiation, survival, apoptosis, and proliferation. The IL-6 cytokines are critical for fetal neurodevelopment, and participate in CNS neurodegenerative diseases [131, 132] . IL-6 cytokine family signaling occurs when the cytokine binds to its cognate receptor, causing it to associate with gp130, the common signal transducing subunit for IL-6 cytokines. IL-6-type cytokines bind to plasma membrane receptor complexes containing the common signal transducing receptor chain gp130. Signal transduction involves the activation of JAK tyrosine kinase family members, leading to the activation of transcription factors of the STAT family. These cytokines bind to class I cytokine receptors, membrane proteins with a characteristic modular architecture that do not have intrinsic enzymatic activity, and for signaling often need to recruit additional receptor proteins shared by different cytokines: gp130, βc, or γc. The IL-6 family of cytokines recruits gp130 for signaling. The sharing of gp130 explains at least in part the redundancy of the actions of these cytokines. The cytokines IL-6 and IL-11 bind to their corresponding receptors IL-6R and IL-11R, respectively, resulting in complex formations, which associate with gp130, leading to gp130-homodimer formation and signal initiation. LIF, CNTF, OSM, CT-1, NPN, and NNT-1, signal via gp130/LIF-R heterodimeric receptor complexes [57] . OSM signals via a receptor complex consisting of gp130 and OSM-R. IL-27 has been shown to act via a gp130/WSX-1 heterodimeric receptor complex [133] . However, IL-31 is the only IL-6 type cytokine that does not require the receptor chain gp130 but instead induces the formation of a heterodimer of gp130-like receptor (GPL) together with the OSM-R. Another major signaling pathway for IL-6-type cytokines is the MAPK cascade. Recent reviews on the subject of signal transduction via the JAK/STAT pathway have been published [134] [135] [136] . Ligand-receptor complex formation gives rise to gp130-associated JAKs activation, which recruits and phosphorylates STAT proteins, mainly STAT3. Phosphorylated STAT3 dimerizes and translocates into the nucleus where it induces transcription of target genes such as Bcl-xL and Bcl-2, which are critical for promoting neuronal survival [137] . Astrocytes and microglia are the major source of IL-6 and IL-6 members in the CNS [138, 139] , a process which requires stimulatory effect by different factors such as cytokines, PGE2 and neurotransmitters [138, 139] . Neurons can also bind these cytokines and initiate signaling via expression of gp130 and ligand-specific receptors [140, 141] . STAT3 besides self-renewal might also prevent apoptosis in a proB-cell line and in T cells [142, 143] , and constitutive activation of STAT3 blocks apoptotic processes in myeloma cells [144] . Members of the IL-6 family include IL-6, IL-11, LIF, CNTF, CT-1, NNT-1, OSM, NPN, IL-27, and IL-31 with the exception of IL-31, all IL-6 type cytokines share the membrane glycoprotein gp130 as a common receptor and signal transducer subunit (reviewed in references [55, 145] . Viral IL-6 (vIL-6) from the human herpes virus 8 (HHV-8) also signals via a gp130 homodimer, but without the need of the αIL-6R [146] . Other IL-6 type cytokines need additional specific α receptors, including the glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored CNTF-R for CNTF, CLC, NPN, and NNT-1, as well as the soluble Epstein-Barr-virus induced Gene 3 (EBI-3) for p28 (IL-27). CT-1 has been described to act directly via a gp130/LIF-R heterodimer [55, 147] .
It is becoming increasingly evident that the neurotrophic effects of LIF involve the complex interaction of different signal transduction pathways and the regulation of gene expression. LIF activates the JAK-STAT3 pathway through the class I cytokine receptor gp130 belongs to the IL-6 receptor family [148] , which forms a trimeric complex with LIF and the class I cytokine receptor LIF receptor b. The LIF receptor is a class I cytokine receptor that and is a heterodimer composed of the common glycoprotein gp130 subunit and the LIFβ receptor subunit. In addition to LIF, the gp130/LIFβ receptor complex is involved in mediating the actions of other neuropoietic cytokines, including ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), cardiotrophin-1, and oncostatin M, and this commonality underlies the functional overlap and apparent redundancy shown by these peptides [148, 149] . Upon binding to its heterodimeric receptor formed by gp130 (IL6ST) and LIFR, LIF elicits several downstream signaling events mainly transmitted to the nucleus through JAK-STAT3, MEK (MAPK/ERK kinase), and PI3K (phosphoinositide 3-kinases) pathways [150] . These pathways are primarily associated with cell survival, differentiation, and regulation of apoptosis, respectively, in non-neural stem cells, such as mouse ESCs [151] .
IL-6 is a prototypical four-helix bundle cytokine that is the founder member of the neuropoietic cytokines. IL-6 is a cytokine not only involved in inflammation and infection responses but also in the regulation of metabolic, regenerative, and neural processes. Activation of the STAT3 signaling pathway in neurons has been shown to promote neurite outgrowth and protect against neuronal death [132, 140, 152, 153] . In addition, leptin-induced STAT3 activation inhibits glutamate-induced neuronal death in vivo and in vitro, [137] . These findings indicate that IL-6 cytokines contribute to neuroprotection, likely through STAT3 activation. For IL-6 specifically, a hexamer forms (two IL-6, two IL-6R and two gp130) that can activate intracellular tyrosin-kinases such as Janus kinase (JAK) and, to a lesser extent, TYK, which, in turn, activate a number of proteins including the STAT (signal transducer and activator of transcription) family of transcription factors, or the RAS-RAF-MAPK pathway, PI3K, or IRS (insulin receptor substrate) [154] .
Cytokines in Central Nervous System (CNS) Development and Function
Cytokines play essential roles in health and disease as their well-known involvement in infection, pregnancy, and bone, muscle, and cardiovascular function, and these signaling proteins are central to many brain processes. Cytokines and their receptors are expressed physiologically in CNS cells and are important for development and function of the brain, i.e., the neuropoietic cytokine family (IL-6, IL-11, CNTF, LIF, CT-1, CLC; also known as NNT1 or BSF3, OSM and IL-27). The members of this cytokine family have overlapping, pleiotropic effects on a variety of different cell types and activate target genes involved in survival, apoptosis, proliferation, and differentiation, as well as suppression of differentiation [55] . They have been identified as growth factors and key elements in gliogenesis [155] . These cytokines have recently been shown to have signaling functions in adult and the normal brain developing in particular in the regulation of neurogenesis and stem cell fate. These proteins have more functions, as key modulators of synaptic plasticity and of various behaviors [156] , factors have trophic effects on subsets of neurons. Human CNTF showed the well-known trophic effect on both chick and rat DRG neurones. Human and murine LIF and, at unphysiologically high doses, human OSM were trophic for rat neurones, but failed to promote chick DRG cell survival. Human IL-11, murine IL-6, and human IL-6 did not improve chick or rat DRG neurone survival; soluble human IL-6 receptor alpha did not increase sensitivity to human IL-6. Thus, human CNTF as well as murine and human LIF had special neurotrophic properties compared with other related cytokines [54] . Mouse CT-1 showed prominent trophic effects that were comparable to those of CNTF and LIF. Soluble IL-11 receptor alpha even had slight neurotrophic effects by itself. These results suggest that CT-1 and IL-11 might also be involved in the physiological regulation of sensory neuron survival [157] . CNTF (gliogenic factor) exposure resulted in a higher number of cells expressing GFAP responding to ATP in retinal progenitor cultures [158] . CNTF-in transduced mice showed a significant increase in GAP43 expression in sensory neurons, a marker of axonal regeneration and improves regeneration of injured sciatic nerve [159] . Neuropoietic cytokines such as LIF are important for initiating GFAP expression but not astrocyte cell fate determination and that different cytokines induce differentiation into cells with specific morphologies and, presumably, functions [160] .
Interleukin-6 (IL-6)
The biology of IL-6 is complex with pro-or anti-inflammatory cytokine or neurotrophic actions, depending on the signaling pathway activated review, [161] . IL-6 may act as a developmental neurotrophic factor [162, 163] , in vitro IL-6 clearly decreases the differentiation of neural stem/progenitor cells into neurons [164, 165] , and it has been shown to improve in vitro survival of several classes of neurons [166, 167] . Moreover, it is suggested that IL-6 predominantly plays a protective role by improving survival of neurons in culture [168] [169] [170] , protecting neurons from excitotoxic and ischemic insults [171] [172] [173] [174] , and promoting the growth of axons and consequently the number of synapses in a region [117, [175] [176] [177] . Additionally, evidence shows that IL-6 may play a major role in the establishment, function, and modification of synaptic connections [178] , and promoting synaptic plasticity, LTP, and memory consolidation [179, 180] . Furthermore, IL-6 is found to regulate survival of differentiated neurons and the development of astrocytes [149, 181] . In contrast, IL-6 is involved in oligodendrogliogenesis and astrogliogenesis [182, 183] . However, other studies claimed that IL-6 promotes both gliogenesis (through the STAT-3 pathway) and neurogenesis (MAPK/CREB pathway) [184, 185] .
Interleukin-11 (IL-11)
This cytokine is a functionally pleiotropic cytokine [186, 187] that was initially characterized because of its ability to stimulate the proliferation of an IL-6-dependent plasmacytoma cell line, T1165 [188] . Other biological actions of IL-11 are shared with IL-6, LIF, CNTF, and OSM [187, [189] [190] [191] [192] CT-1 and IL-11 might also be involved in the physiological regulation of sensory neuron survival [157] . These activities include the induction of multipotential haemopoietic progenitor cell proliferation.
Leukemia Inhibitory Factor (LIF)
Also known as cholinergic differentiation factor, are involved in these processes and may have an important neuroprotective role [148, 149] . LIF and its receptor were expressed early in the development of the nervous system. It has been suggested that LIF, synthesized prenatally by neural progenitors, might act in an autocrine/paracrine manner [193] . In the rodent nervous system, LIF promotes regeneration of transected/axotomized nerves [194, 195] and protects neurons during development [196] and in disease [197, 198] . In mice, LIF is well known for its role during development in promoting totipotent embryonic stem cell (ESC) self-renewal. LIF is a cytokine known to influence proliferation and/or survival of mouse primordial germ cells (PGC) in culture. LIF promotes NSC self-renewal in the normal adult brain in vivo [199] . LIF signaling significantly promotes human neural progenitor (NP) cell proliferation, survival, and differentiation in vitro [200] . Indeed, LIF has been shown to enhance the generation of neurons in human CNS-derived stem cell cultures [201] . LIF is essential for subventricular zone neural stem cell and progenitor homeostasis [202] . In humans, LIF is required for the long-term growth of embryonic human neural stem cells (NSCs) [203, 204] . In addition, LIF might alter human NSC differentiation, as it promotes neurogenesis in stem and progenitor cells derived from the adult human olfactory bulb [200, 204] . LIF and CTNF induce premature generation of astrocytes in vitro through activation of the JAK-STAT and MAPK pathways [192, 205] . Interestingly, LIF mediates astrogliogenesis in late (>E15), but not early (E12-E14), cortical progenitors in mice [105, 192] . LIF is protective in trauma, but in response to neuronal input, was also recently shown to promote myelination in cortical/glial cocultures. The expression of LIF mRNA was upregulated in astroglia in response to neuronal activity [206] . A concomitant increase in myelination after electrical activation occurred in cocultures from wild-type mice, but not in those from LIF knockout mice. Furthermore, LIF-deficient mice exhibit fewer glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)-positive astrocytes and lower levels of MBP [207] .
Ciliary Neurotrophic Factor (CNTF)
CNTF promotes the survival and differentiation of developing motor neuron [208] . In culture, CNTF and LIF markedly stimulated neurite outgrowth of mature retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) [209] . Several molecules, including CNTF, that act through the LIF receptor or gp130 signaling chain have neuroprotective actions on either neurons or oligodendrocytes, and lead to enhancing oligodendrocyte survival in the face of inflammatory Cytotoxicity [210] .
Neuropoietin (NP)
NP can play a role in the development of the nervous system, as well as affect adipogenesis and fat cell function. NP-induced activation of STAT3 tyrosine phosphorylation is independent of leukemia inhibitory factor receptor (LIFR) phosphorylation and degradation. Although it is widely accepted that NP signals via the LIFR, studies reveal that NP results in phosphorylation of gp130, but not LIFR [211] . CNTFR/LIFR/gp130-mediated signaling supports the maintenance of forebrain neural stem cells, likely by suppressing restriction to a glial progenitor cell fate [212] . These cytokines have been shown to alter neural stem cell (NSC) self-renewal and progenitor cell division and differentiation, which could be mediated by the Janus kinase-signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway [160] .
Conclusions
Neurotropic cytokines and their signaling pathways are critical factors involved in brain growth regulation and repair. Thus, they might become targets for future therapeutic interventions during neurodegenerative processes occurring as a result of diseases, toxicity, or due to trauma.
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